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This guidebook describes the Pembrokeshire Coast Path National Trail, a
scenic 290km/180 mile long-distance walk from Amroth to St Dogmaels,
taking in some of Britain's finest coastal walking. The path, presented in 14
sections, takes around two weeks to walk in its entirety, but is equally
suited to day walking.
This comprehensive guide, packed with background and detailed local
information and contacts, contains everything needed to plan a trip in
either direction. The guidebook features 1:100,000 Ordnance Survey
maps alongside detailed step-by-step route descriptions, and also contains
a 1:25,000 scale OS route map on a pocket-sized booklet in the back
cover sleeve. The route description links together with the map booklet at
each stage along the way, eliminating the need to fold and re-fold a large
map.
Renowned for its spectacular scenery, flowers, bird and animal life, this
route is also steeped in a rich and intriguing history, much of which can still
be read from the landscape.
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Includes a 1:25,000 OS map booklet showing the entire two week route
Planning schedules, accommodation and points of interest
Third edition by experienced authors
Also suitable for day walking

About the author
Dennis and Jan Kelsall published their first Cicerone title in 1995 and have
since written around 35 guides to some of Britain's most popular walking
areas: they have also become regular contributors to various outdoor
magazines. Their enjoyment of the countryside extends far beyond a love
of fresh air, open spaces and scenery: over the years Dennis and Jan
have developed wider interests in the environment, geology and wildlife,
as well as an enthusiasm for local history, which so often provides clues to
interpreting the landscape.
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